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Abstract

This is a description the FreeFem++-cs software, which implements a graphical interface for the FreeFem++ language dedicated to the finite elements method. We detail how FreeFem++-cs helps users all along the development cycle. Each step in the cycle is described with examples and external links for more information. For advanced users who need to go further than all the functionalities presented here, a list of external software tools is proposed.

1 Introduction

The mathematical bases for the FreeFem++ language [1, 2] are very well documented and available online [3]. But there is more to know to run a simulation successfully. This step-by-step guide proposes one way to minimize the FreeFem++ learning curve through the use of the FreeFem++-cs [4] graphical interface. “cs” stands for “client and server”, where the client is an integrated development environment, and the server runs the FreeFem++ program behind the scenes. This document will mostly focus on features that FreeFem++-cs brings and list references to the documentation [3] for other details.

2 FreeFem++ or FreeFem++-cs?

FreeFem++ is as full-featured standalone application. So one may perfectly choose to use FreeFem++ without a graphical interface. Many of the links proposed here are valid for both. What is the difference between FreeFem++ and FreeFem++-cs? FreeFem++ is run from a terminal, and opens a separate graphical window called “ffgut”. Whereas FreeFem++-cs gathers the editor, the graphics and the output in one single window with the following extra features:
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• FreeFem++ (fig. 1) contains everything you need to run simulations in a command-line application. FreeFem++-cs is a graphical shell around it. First-time users usually feel more at ease with a graphical interface. And it is always possible to switch between FreeFem++-cs and FreeFem++ at any time (FreeFem++-cs can be installed alongside FreeFem++ without any interference between the two).

• FreeFem++-cs (fig. 2) includes inline documentation (manual, examples, reference card), which is very useful from a new-user point of view.

• Most FreeFem++ users want to concentrate on mathematical and numerical questions, not computing issues. FreeFem++-cs has been developed with the goal of minimizing the learning curve, with many commands explicitly listed in standard menus.

Figure 1: FreeFem++
3 Which machine?

The machine capability constraints are the same as FreeFem++ for obvious reasons (FreeFem++ is the underlying engine). One can use a machine of any size for learning to use FreeFem++ or FreeFem++-cs. On top of this, FreeFem++-cs is now able to run simulations on remote machines.

- **Coarse 2D or 3D meshes**: any machine (even a palmtop) can be used (fig. 3).
- **Fine 2D meshes**: a fast laptop is usable.
- **Fine 3D meshes**: no machine will be too performant, both in terms of RAM and CPU. MPI programming may be required to get a result in realistic time. For examples of bigger test cases check Kirill Pichon Gostaf’s work [5].

The operating system can be Windows, Linux or MacOS. FreeFem++ and FreeFem++-cs work fine under all of these.
3.1 Installing FreeFem++-cs

A lot of work has been done to install FreeFem++-cs easily. FreeFem++-cs contains an automatic install procedure. No other software is needed. It can be installed in your own account without administrator privileges. Just follow the installation instructions [4].

3.2 Installing FreeFem++

If you choose not to install FreeFem++-cs, you need to install FreeFem++ from [6]. If you want to have access to the same 3D graphics capabilities as FreeFem++-cs, you may install FreeFem++-vtk (fig. 4). FreeFem++-vtk is the VTK-based [7] graphical part of FreeFem++-cs, cut out as a replacement for FreeFem++’s graphical front-end (“ffglut”).

4 Learning the basics

The mathematical basis for the FreeFem++ language is the finite element method [8]. More precisely, to write a working FreeFem++ simulation program, one first needs to convert partial differential equations into their vari-
tional formulation counterpart. This is explained in chapter “Getting Started” in the FreeFem++ documentation [3]. You may also find text books about finite elements in the FreeFem++ Documentation Bibliography. The FreeFem++ language shares its grammar with C. You will find more links to English and French C programming tutorials in [9]. FreeFem++-cs adds a few commands to navigate through the user interface. They are listed in the Commands Summary of [4].

4.1 Learning from examples

The FreeFem++ documentation [3] contains some very detailed tutorial examples, described from their mathematical definition to the resulting FreeFem++ program. Here is the table of contents of Chapter 3, Learning by Examples:

- Membranes
- Heat Exchanger
- Acoustics
- Thermal Conduction
4.2 The list of all FreeFem++ examples

Starting from an existing example makes it easier to try something easily and avoid the blank page syndrome. All FreeFem++ examples (including shared libraries and 3D) are available through:

- the list of all FreeFem++ examples on the web site:
  - examples++-tutorial
  - examples++
  - examples++-3d
  - examples++-chapt3
  - examples++-eigen
  - examples++-load
  - examples++-mpi
  - examples++-other
  - examples++-bug

- the "File/Open Example..." menu option in FreeFem++-cs (fig. 5).

Please note that since FreeFem++ is the underlying computational engine of FreeFem++-cs, all examples give exactly the same results in FreeFem++ and FreeFem++-cs (bugs included!).

5 Writing a program

After reading a few examples, one is ready to try to write a test program. This is where the integrated interface of FreeFem++-cs is really useful, since it contains all three steps of the Development Cycle (edit, run, visualize) in one window (fig. 6).
5.1 The mesh

5.1.1 Describing the mesh programmatically

One can describe the mesh as part of the FreeFem++ script or in an external CAD tool. Describing the mesh inside the FreeFem++ program is very handy, since changing the shape of the mesh or the size of elements is achieved just by changing a parameter value. It can be done in 2D and 3D, but is more easily achievable in 2D. In the FreeFem++ documentation\(^3\), everything is described in chapter Mesh Generation.

5.1.2 External CAD tools

Using a CAD tool becomes necessary when the mesh is in 3D or contains many intersections between geometrical objects. In 3D, meshes can still be defined and generated in the FreeFem++ program, but taking care of all the details (especially when intersections of surfaces are involved) becomes difficult. So it is advised to use an external CAD tool like Gmsh\(^{10}\):

- The geometry is drawn and the mesh is built in Gmsh. Then the mesh is exported in the Medit\(^{11}\) format.
Figure 6: Development cycle

- Loading the mesh in Medit and displaying the material properties of hand-picked points on the boundaries allows to isolate the numerical labels of the boundaries where FreeFem++ will apply a boundary condition.

- The FreeFem++ program loads the mesh with readmesh3().

For learning purposes it may be sufficient to build meshes out of basic geometrical shapes like cubes and spheres, like the ones found in the list of FreeFem++ 3D examples in [4].

5.2 Editing and running

One key point of FreeFem++-cs is that it contains a color-coded editor with an interesting feature: undefined variables are colored in red (fig. 7). Color codes are:

- **bold black** : all standard FreeFem++ keywords.
- **blue** : user-defined objects. User-defined types are in **bold face**. Character strings are in "dark blue".
- **green** : macros and include files.
• **bold red**: spelling mistakes, syntax errors, undefined objects, macros and include files containing errors. For instance, there are two mistakes in figure 7: "plotx" does not exist (it should be "plot") and "f" is not defined because it was mistyped as "fx".

• **purple**: comments.

• Once the program is complete, it can be run by clicking on the “run” button (no need to save it) and if FreeFem++ produces a error the line containing the error will be highlighted.

![Figure 7: FreeFem++-cs editor](image)

5.3 Visualizing

Visualizing 3D data in FreeFem++-cs is done thanks to the VTK [7] library. The `plot()` command applied to a 3D variables produces a figure like fig. 8. All VTK visualization techniques could be exploited but it is not realistic to implement all of them like in ParaView [12]. The list of available graphical options is on figure 9. The most intuitive visualization options have been linked to `plot()` parameters. The current plan is to develop more options (but without reaching the level of completeness of ParaView). All of these options will eventually be modifiable from the FreeFem++ program through `plot()` options (fig. 10).

6 Going further

6.1 Looking for information

The official FreeFem++ documentation can be accessed in many different ways:

- as a printed book [1].
- as a PDF in [6].
in HTML from the web [3].

- through other documents in the Manuals section of the FreeFem++-cs website [4].

There is also a dedicated mailing list [13] to ask questions to the community.

6.2 More powerful tools
6.2.1 3D graphical tools

The goal of FreeFem++-cs is not to replace all the very powerful graphical tools that exist on the net. Here are some 3D graphical tools that are easily connected to FreeFem++ and FreeFem++-cs. These tools may become useful when developing more powerful simulations:

- **Medit**: [link with Medit](in the FreeFem++ documentation describes how to call Medit from FreeFem++). The full Medit documentation is accessible online [11].

- **VTK output**: very useful to connect to e.g. ParaView [12]. The trick is to save FreeFem++ data into the VTK format, via the [FreeFem++](ovtk.cpp load module example) or "File/Save Image As../VTK" in the FreeFem++-cs window.
• **Gmsh**: Gmsh [10] has already been quoted as a CAD tool to generate a 3D mesh. Gmsh also contains a useful visualisation module which may be called from FreeFem++, as described in [http://www.geuz.org/pipermail/gmsh/2010/005844.html](http://www.geuz.org/pipermail/gmsh/2010/005844.html).

### 6.2.2 Editors

The FreeFem++-cs editor has one big advantage for new users: it highlights mistyped variables in red. Apart from that, it will never have as many features as a complete development editor like [Emacs](https://www.gnu.org/software/emacs/). So FreeFem++-cs is able to deal with a program text edited in an different editor. A file which is changed externally is automatically reloaded into FreeFem++-cs, and it can also be run automatically:

- "File/Auto Reload" to reload a file into FreeFem++-cs automatically when it has changed.
- "Compute/Auto Run" to run program again every time a change is detected.
- "Edit/Hide Editor Panel" to put the internal editor window out of sight and leave more space for the graphics window.

### 6.2.3 Load modules

FreeFem++ "load modules" are dynamic libraries written in C++. Because of the universal nature of C++, load modules can be used to implement any functionality missing from FreeFem++. The downside is that they can be complex to implement. Compiling FreeFem++ load modules requires "ff-c++", which is not included in the FreeFem++-cs package at the moment because the "ff-c++" command has strict requirements on where the different headers and object files should be. To develop new modules, it is therefore required to switch to FreeFem++. Once a module is built, it may be used in FreeFem++-cs.

### 6.2.4 Parallel programming

Multicores are supported automatically through the use of numerical libraries capable of "Shared Memory Parallelism" (e.g. multithreaded Atlas). "Distributed Memory Parallelism" (several distinct machines working together) is also possible but it requires [MPI programming](https://www.open-mpi.org/). Load modules and parallel programming are not simple in any language, so FreeFem++-cs is not tuned to do this for the moment. As of this writing, the default precompiled version of FreeFem++-cs does not include a multithreaded BLAS version, and does not run MPI programs either. To run parallel programs, FreeFem++ must be downloaded and compiled with the correct configuration options. This is described in [MPI programming](https://www.open-mpi.org/) in the FreeFem++ documentation [3].
6.3 Conclusion

Through the years, the FreeFem++-cs feature which appealed to FreeFem++ users was its single window and simplicity. FreeFem++-cs will keep following FreeFem++ developments, while making sure that users can focus on mathematics and not on computing issues. Now that 3D is implemented, we will focus on quality and stability in future developments. In continuing with this approach, we are implementing the remote execution of programs onto an external server, where FreeFem++ is run on a powerful remote server, and FreeFem++-cs displays the graphics on a local workstation. We also plan to develop a Javascript version which works straight from the internet with no need for software installation on the client machine [14].
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Figure 9: VTK options panel
Figure 10: Examples of VTK rendering: 3D isovalue, cut through a 3D scalar, vector field, stream lines, 3D surface